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Nainital is a great hill station that is famous for its lakes. It is a great experience to stay amongst the
breathtaking beauty in the town amidst the greatest luxury with so many luxury hotels in Nainital.
Being a favorite amongst the tourists when it comes to spending their vacations, Nainital has a long
list of five star hotels, resorts and three star hotels to house them. These hotels are meant for those
who want to enjoy best luxury during their vacations. Best of hospitality can be experienced while
staying in five star hotels in Nainital.

There is a long list to select from. There are hotels like Manu Maharani,

All these hotels are popular with the tourists and more or less situated close to the bus stop so that
reaching the hotels is not a problem. The biggest advantage that these hotels offer is their pick and
drop service. As you book for luxury hotels in Nainital, they inquire about your mode of reaching the
place and timings and send a cab to fetch you.

Luxury hotels in Nainital offer hospitality of international standards. They have different types of
rooms to suit different requirements like the terrace room, premium room, duplex room, club room,
suite room etc. Modern facilities can be availed in these rooms which are beautifully decorated. In
order to engage the occupants, every room in such hotels possesses enough accessories like LCDs
with dish TV, internet connection, a fridge, telephone, mini bar and wifi facilities. The luxury hotels in
Nainital have their own game rooms for the children and discothÃ¨ques for further entertaining the
guests. There is the option of indulging in games like the billiards in the billiards room and using the
sauna bath, spa, gym and health club like facilities.5 star hotels in Nainital also offer the option for
adventurous guests to take them for jungle trekking and horse safaris.

One can also vouch for best of world cuisines in the hotels in Nainital. They serve mouthwatering
dishes from all over India and international cuisines too. They also serve the local flavors which
make the entire experience worthy as you sit in a beautiful ambience and enjoy food. One can also
find coffee shops in these hotels where one can just sit and enjoy the beauty of nature while sipping
coffee and eating home baked cookies and other goodies.
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Book a Hotels in Nainital online with MakeMyTrip. Luxury hotels in Nainital are available at budget
rates. Hotel bookings in Nainital at budget prices. Best deals on star hotels, economical hotels and
online reservation of Nainital hotel rooms.
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